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ABSTRACT 

Molecular dynamics (MD) is widely adopted in scientific researches. The applicable temporal scale 
of MD, however, is very limited. Explicit time integration is usually adopted in MD computation, 
and the time step size is of the order femtosecond. Many efforts have been devoted to increase 
feasible MD time step, but only several folds of acceleration were obtained. 

Material point method[1] (MPM) is one kind of particle methods. A background mesh is utilized in 
MPM to solve momentum equations and to provide spatial derivatives. The factor controlling critical 
time step size is the element size of the background mesh, so that the critical time step will decrease 
little even when undergoing extremely large deformation. 

Smoothed molecular dynamics[2] (SMD) was proposed by employing the essential idea of MPM. A 
background mesh was introduced into MD solution process. The atomic equations of motion are 
mapped onto and solved on background mesh nodes instead of being solved on atom sites. The 
atomic variables are then updated by nodal variable increment. The factor controlling critical time 
step size is converted to background mesh size in SMD. Numerical results showed that time step size 
one order larger than MD critical time step size can adopted while the overall accuracy is reserved. 

SMD is further improved by adaptively coupling with MD method. MD-SMD coupling method can 
describe well local atom disorders with less computational cost than MD. MD computation is used 
whenever and wherever needed in the solution process of coupling method. The conversion between 
MD and SMD is straightforward and is at no cost owing to the similarity between MD and SMD. 

The criterion controlling MD and SMD conversion is also investigated. Several kinds of criteria are 
proposed, among which the force criterion and the displacement criterion are based on SMD inherent 
flow chart, which can give accurate indicator with much less computational burden. 

Numerical examples of nano-indentation and nanowire tension validate the adaptive coupling method. 
Results with good accuracy are obtained. The proposed criteria can automatically capture evolving 
atom disorders such as dislocation movement. 
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